Del Sol Short Antenna Adapter Kit Instructions
Step 1:

Using a proper spanner wrench, remove the nut. Save the nut, you will need it for reassembly.
The black plastic base should now be loose. Set the base aside for later.
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Step 2:
Now it’s time to remove the antenna mast. Extend the antenna out so that the lowest part of the tube is
exposed. Hold the remaining base and pull the antenna mast out. This part will not be reused.
Note: Ideally, this can be done with antenna assembly still attached to the car. In some cases, you will
need to remove the antenna assembly from the vehicle and do this step on the workbench. If it does not
come out easily while still attached to the car, remove it. DO NOT apply excessive force while still
attached. After all, the original antenna has most likely been on there for 20+ years.
Step 3:
After the antenna tube is removed, replace the black plastic base. It is important to do this before
inserting the adapter so that it doesn’t fall into the car.
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Step 4:
Insert the adapter with the longer part facing down. Replace nut and snug it down using the wrench.
Tighten until the top of the adapter is almost flush with the top of the nut. Use caution to not
overtighten. This will leave the assembly looking like this:

Step 5:
Thread the new antenna into the adapter and snug it down by turning it clockwise. This should be finger
tight but enough so that it’s secure. Again, do not overtighten. If the adapter is spinning when threading
the antenna, then the nut needs to be tightened more.

That’s it, you’re done! Now take pictures of your sleek new antenna to show off to your friends and
don’t forget to tag us on Instagram and Facebook!

